FiveThirtyEight Display
Tagboard
Main Contact: Nate Silver
Front End Designer: Morgan Evans

Introduction
Seeing as I’m new to the project and team, I have some questions for the Tagboard team
as well. Go ahead and answer directly on this document to make the process as easy and
collaborative as possible. Thanks in advance!

-

Morgan
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General Questions
● What’s your preferred process for the presentations? I can send PDFs/Sketch
files/etc. of my deliverables for everybody to review in their own time, schedule
some time to come into the Tagboard office and present in person, or remotely
present over Google Hangouts, Skype, etc. Or a combination!

OM: It would be great to have the following process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Send over designs (just like you would to Nate)
We’ll give feedback on those designs
Code out designs
Come in for a presentation (and a lunch)

● Should I continue to send out my files and updates to everybody on the email
chain, or are there some people I should be contacting about specific tasks and
deliverables over others?

OM: Everybody is good for now

Design Questions
● What Tagboard branding and marketing is required on the display? Where can I
find these assets?

OM: A “Powered by Tagboard” badge is all that’s needed. I’m going to email you this now
(you can also edit it’s design).
● Where exactly on the display does the marketing need to go and what’re the
dimensions/general specifications?

OM: We’re interested in seeing how you put this together ;)

Technical Questions
● How do you want to receive the code? I was thinking of creating a new public
Github repository that I’ll just push to for you to view/pull from?

OM: That sounds good - I’ll let Thu comment if she wants something else.
● I’m planning on incorporating quite a few of the products and solutions that
Tagboard already has in place for the display (Tagboard Live, Embeds for
embedding the display on the website, TV & Broadcast solutions), but don’t have

access to the code that’s already in place. Is this something that I will be able to
utilize during the development process?
OM: Thu will be giving you access to a Tagboard account so you can grab the embed
codes.

